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Synopsis (2.5 hours) 

 

In the Introduction, we briefly review basic principles of three-dimensional(3D) human vision and 

motivations for 3D display and imaging technology development. Due to inherent limitations of 

stereoscopic display technologies, though they are very much mature and available as commercial 

products, many glasses-free 3D technologies have been developed and holography is regarded as 

the ultimate technology which can provide naturalness and perfect 3D sensation to human. 

 

Basic concept, brief history and major characteristics of hologram is presented, followed by 

comparison of analog and digital holography. Whereas analog holography is nothing more than a 

3D photography, digital holography enables quite wide range of applications including 3D video 

communications and tele-presence. Especially, we allot some time to explain various pseudo 

holograms, which are quoted so frequently in the media and many people confuse with real 

holograms.  

 

Then technical issues of digital holographic display will be presented as well as approaches on 

previous display implementations. Concept of space bandwidth product(SBP) and the fact that it is 

one of major challenges to be overcome for practical holographic display implementations will be 

explained. Key technical components such as spatial light modulator(SLM) and computer generated 

hologram(CGH) will be treated in some depth.  

 

Most of previous implementations of holographic displays are “TV (flat panel based)”-type, which 

we can watch only from front viewpoints with a narrow range of viewing angle and has a small 

screen size. These limited viewing characteristics are an inherent problem caused by the SBP 

limitation of the SLM. Perceived quality of reconstructed 3D image of those displays seems yet far 



from general expectation.  

 

We will present our novel implementation of 360° viewable holographic display. The system 

overcomes the SBP problem by adopting several multiplexing techniques which are applied on 

wavelength, time, and space divisions. These multiplexing techniques for achieving full-color, 360° 

hologram generation, and screen size scaling will be discussed in the tutorial.  Exploiting the 

multiplexing techniques with the very high switching speed of digital micro-mirror device(DMD) as 

SLM, we have implemented 360° viewable holographic display, by which we can display three inch 

color object floating on top of a table-type display. More than one person can freely see the 

holographic 3D image from around the display, thus observing different perspectives of the object 

depending on their viewpoint. Display architecture and design parameters with technical issues for 

further enhancement will be explained. 

 

Then we will present our implementation of stereoscopic mobile holographic display based on high 

resolution liquid crystal display(LCD) panel. Technical issues such as design of efficient back light 

unit with holographic optical elements, CGH for holographic stereogram, and encoding of the 

hologram for amplitude SLM will be discussed. 

 

One of major target applications of our holographic display is future communication systems like 

tele-presence system. For this, real time operation should be possible in end-to-end system: from 

capture, data compression and transmission, up to decoding and display. Real time handling of 

huge hologram data pose another challenge to the whole signal chain.  

 

Finally, system issues will be briefly covered, including considerations to be given to end-to-end 

system architecture, compatible data format with other 3D systems, and hologram data compression. 
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